
design vinyl tiles



Allura innovative textures 

Superior Texture is what sets Allura apart. A 3-dimensional 

effect is achieved through both surface and reverse 

embossing which lif ts exclusive designs from one 

dimensional prints to what looks and feels like a hewn 

wood or hand scraped stone.

The ultimate in surface texture is Emboss in Register. 

A Superior Texture which traces every grain and knot 

that distinguishes a wood or every crevice and pore that 

characterizes a stone. Reverse embossing is a Superior 

Texture which creates the effect by moulding a dimensional 

shape from behind , capturing the reflection and depth of 

glass and metal. The end result of Superior Texture is that 

designs are almost indistinguishable from the real thing.

Allura exclusive designs 

Every natural product has its own unique look and that is 

reflected in the designs created exclusively for the Allura 

collection. At the very heart of each range are unique 

designs drawn from all corners of the globe, such as this 

hand scraped French Sandstone.   

While advanced printing technology achieves the depth, 

nuances & shade variation which are the distinct hallmark of 

natural flooring materials, Allura’s Superior Texture is what 

breathes life into these designs.

Allura authentic finishes  

Whether it’s hewn wood, glazed ceramic, sparkling glass or 

muted metallic, the natural look is enhanced with a finish 

that complements both the texture and design. Bevelled 

edging, where the edge of the tile is cut at an angle, gives 

each plank or tile a distinct look, a waterclear wearlayer 

guarantees the truest and most natural representation of 

colour, and plank width & tile size best represent how the 

design most commonly occurs naturally.

Distinctive touches from Allura

Complete the look with design elements that add a 

signature flourish such as metallic stripping or borders. 

Allura can be moulded to suit your heart’s desires through 

custom cutting or custom manufacture.

All of these attributes make Allura a highly desirable 

choice. Made to the highest quality, Allura is suitable 

for use in all commercial areas but is designed to 

make a statement in high visual impact areas such as 

Retail, Leisure and Hospitality.

superior

texture 3d

superior

texture

Take the natural look of wood, stone, glass and metal, combine it with cutting edge embossing technology  
and you create Allura, a range of exclusive design vinyl tiles that are all about texture. Inspired by beautiful  
& natural flooring materials, every design detail has been developed to achieve maximum visual impact,  
with minimum installation or maintenance effort required. Exclusive designs, innovative textures, authentic 
finishes and distinctive touches. You won’t believe your eyes... reach out and touch Allura.

reach out and touch
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Format

76mm x 915mm

102mm x 915mm

153mm x 915mm

Profile

Bevelled

We all love wood because of the 

character it brings to any space. Warm 

and inviting, Forbo Allura wood harnesses 

that character whilst providing a tough, 

resilient flooring surface suitable for the 

most demanding situation.

Choose from pale honey tones designed 

to lighten the mood or mid tone woods 

for a warmer approach. A darker, strong 

grained wood suggests intimacy while 

exotic woods create a luxurious backdrop. 

For example, this exclusive bevelled edge 

Makasar wood, used together with warm 

honey sandstone, creates a welcoming 

and relaxing atmosphere. While the 

exclusive metallic stripping featured is 

an eye-catching detail, flexible enough 

to be moulded into any shape or feature.

Forget about shrinking, warping and 

splintering. Forbo Allura wood stands up 

to the most intense heating and lighting, 

guaranteeing the perfect performance 

while excellent indentation resistance 

means there’s no pitting or trapping 

of dirt. Forbo Allura offers a distinctive 

choice of wood styles, authentic finishes 

and plank dimensions.

love wood

Forbo Allura, the character  

of wood combined with the  

long-life attributes of  

design vinyl.

W447,  SD181,  STR14



W444 Fine Wood Beech

W771 Plank Wood Spalted Beech W983 Fine Wood Green Teak

W441 Plank Wood Red Oak W602 Fine Wood Red Cherry

W447 Wide Plank Wood Indian Makasar

W102 Fine Wood Light Teak

W101 Fine Wood Teak

W152 Fine Wood Dark Cherry W213 Plank Wood Ochre Barnwood

allura wood allura wood

W298 Fine Wood Maple W151 Fine Wood Light Cherry  

W172 Plank Wood Light Bamboo W196 Plank Wood Yellow Oak

W212 Plank Wood Golden Barnwood

W981 Plank Wood Mid Oak W225 Plank Wood Light Oak

W781 Fine Wood Traditional Oak W173 Plank Wood Dark Bamboo

W232 Fine Wood Oak



W230 Plank Wood Elm

W219 Plank Wood Silver Barnwood W215 Plank Wood Taupe Barnwood

W216 Plank Wood Grey Barnwood W218 Plank Wood Leaden Barnwood

W198 Fine Wood Pale Elm

allura wood allura wood

W711 Wide Plank Wood Cannon Wood W223 Plank Wood Worn Wood

W127 Plank Wood Walnut WR07 Hewn Wood Fox Fur

WR03 Hewn Wood White Pine WR09 Hewn Wood Brown Pine

WR02 Hewn Wood Pale Pine WR10 Hewn Wood Red Pine

WR06 Hewn Wood Golden Pine WR11 Hewn Wood Dark Pine



We all love stone because of the cool, classic  

feel it brings to spaces. Forbo Allura stone  

provides that look but performs above and  

beyond your expectations.

What sets our stones apart? The choice of finishes 

and textures, combined with superior stain resistance 

will keep walkways, entrances or indeed any area free 

from discolouration and tracking. Even Emboss in 

Register, the Superior Texture featured on the French 

Sandstone opposite and Rustic Stone, can be easily 

cleaned due to the PUR surface on all Allura floors.

Choose from light, creamy tones across a wide 

variety of styles such as Biancone, Diamante Palacio 

or Allesia Travertine, designed to offer depth and 

texture within a timeless colour spectrum. 

Earthier, more rustic colour schemes fit with the Slate 

or Sandstone while a more contemporary look can 

be achieved by using a simple Concrete.

French Sandstone and Rustic Stone tiles are designed 

to include a toning grout edge, while exclusively 

designed grout and stripping can be combined 

with other Allura stone tiles to create a distinctly 

individual design. 

love stone

Format

305mm x 610mm

457mm x 457mm

305mm x 305mm 

5mm x 915mm

Profile

Bevelled
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Forbo Allura, a classic stone 

finish that performs above 

and beyond your expectations.

FS253G



RS811G Rustic Stone Rose RS814G Rustic Stone Beige

CR95 Ceramic Cream

CR91 Ceramic Opal

CR96 Ceramic Charcoal

BC111 Biancone Cream

DP02 Diamante Palacio BeigeDP01 Diamante Palacio Cream

DP03 Diamante Palacio Mocha DP04 Diamante Palacio Sand

allura stone allura stone

SL231 Slate Gold  

SL817 Slate Brown

SL239 Slate Cappuccino

SL431 Slate Dark Green

SL238 Slate Grey SL263 Slate Dark Grey

SD181 Sandstone Honey FS254G French Sandstone White

FS251G French Sandstone Multigold FS253G French Sandstone Grey



allura stripping

CM419 Classic Marble Green

QR191 Quarry Red 

CM115 Classic Marble Red

TA199 Concrete Jade

TA198 Concrete GreyTA196 Concrete Pale

TA197 Concrete Beige

GR411 Granite Black

GR222 Granite White

GR1 Stripping Grey Grout

GR2 Stripping Cream Grout

allura stone

DP05 Diamante Palacio Grey DP06 Diamante Palacio Gold

DP08 Diamante Palacio RoseDP07 Diamante Palacio Brown

AT2541 Allesia Travertine Beige

AT2544 Allesia Travertine Brown

AT2543 Allesia Travertine Yellow

CM112 Classic Marble White

CM418 Classic Marble BlackCM113 Classic Marble Beige

allura stone



We all love metal because of its cutting edge modernity.  

Seen here with a complementary Marmoleum, which 

emphasises the Superior Texture of this corrugated metal  

design, its sleek and sophisticated look is a lasting  

fashion statement.  

Choose from a hammered effect, burnished treadplate or quirky 

nuts for a more industrial feel. Or use Allura metal to create a high 

impact feature area when combined with Allura wood, stone or 

other Forbo Flooring products.

As Allura metal won’t tarnish or oxidate, retaining its look 

regardless of the punishment it may take, you’ll find it infinitely 

superior to the real thing.

love metal

Format

457mm x 457mm

610mm x 610mm

5mm x 915mm

Profile

Bevelled

superior
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superior

texture
Combine Allura metal with 

Marmoleum for a stunning 

contrasting design.

CB02,  Marmoleum 3607



BT196 Beaten Pewter BT198 Beaten Copper

CR272 Crescent Copper

allura metal allura metal

IS14 Stripping Silver

STR20 Stripping Gold

STR19 Stripping Copper

STR14 Stripping Metallic Silver   

STR13 Stripping Gun Metal  

STR25 Stripping Matt Black

allura stripping

NT01 Nut Silver NT02 Nut Lead

CB03 Corrugated Lead CB02 Corrugated Silver

TD197 Tread Cobalt

TD196 Tread Pewter TD198 Tread Copper

TD199 Tread Silver

BT199 Beaten Silver BT197 Beaten Cobalt



Format

305mm x 305mm

610mm x 610mm

102mm x 915mm 

102mm x 102mm

Profile

Bevelled

We all love glass because of its reflective qualities and its ability to introduce a splash  

of colour to a space. Forbo Allura glass combines Superior Texture with some funky 

new designs to create a splash of its own.

We’ve looked to the fashion industry for bold colours and use Superior Texture 

reverse embossing to create fun floors. For a real retro feel, choose Elipse and 

combine with Glass.  

Glass Mosaic is designed to include a number of the popular glass colours and can 

work on its own or combined with other glass designs. With a completely smooth 

surface there’s no problem with streaks and smears, in fact, Allura glass is so easy to 

clean it simply gleams. This, combined with a surface texture that naturally reflects 

light makes Allura glass a clear winner. 

Easy to cut, shape and form, use Allura glass in any way you like to make a statement.

love glass

superior

texture 3d

superior

texture
Forbo Allura, glass style tiles in 

bold vibrant colours which are 

easily cut to custom designs.

GL01,  GL01E,  GB24,  GP04E,  GY61E,  GBB01,  GBK01



GP04E Elipse Pink

GG28E Elipse Lime

GP04 Glass Pink

GG28 Glass Lime

GM03 Mosaic Grey   

GM02 Mosaic Beige   

GM45 Mosaic Bright Orange   

GM44 Mosaic Hot Pink   

GM43 Mosaic Bright Blue   

allura glass

GY61E Elipse Gold

GP06E Elipse Purple GB24E Elipse Blue

GY61 Glass Gold

GP06 Glass Purple GB24 Glass Blue

allura glass

GL01E Elipse White

GL01 Glass White



GBB02 Border Dark Cream GBK02 Corner Dark Cream

GBB01 Border Grey GBK01 Corner Grey

K07 Border Insert 
Violet

K28 Border Insert 
Lime

K61 Border Insert 
Gold

K24 Border Insert 
Blue

K42 Border Insert 
Teal

K06 Border Insert 
Purple

K27 Border Insert 
White

K04 Border Insert 
Pink

K91 Border Insert 
Red

K41 Border Insert 
Orange

K23 Border Insert 
Lilac

K05 Border Insert 
Mauve

Glass borders and corners

Each standard border has four colours arranged in the sequence 

as shown in the diagram. When ordering, please state the colour 

and reference number for your choice of colours. Corners are 

also available incorporating the four colours from your chosen 

palette. There are two background colours available, Dark Cream 

and Grey.

Alternatively, design a border to your own specification. Here we 

have used only two colours, white and pink, to emphasize the 

adjacent flooring colours.

1 3 2 4

2 4 3 1

3 1 4 2

Design elements let you create distinct display areas or walkways, 

thread a colour theme through any interior or just add a playful 

splash of colour.

Custom cut tiles create high impact and visually challenging 

shapes, and with precision accuracy any concept can be 

reproduced and carried throughout an interior space.

Allura design offers something different and is the perfect 

solution to creative and branding challenges.

love design

Border pattern repeat

1 3 2

2 4 3

3 1 4

Corner pattern repeat



Allura is not alone in providing impressive design & performance attributes.  

Forbo also produces a wide portfolio of interior products that are used to impact, 

highlight and complement interiors.

Eco-friendly flooring and surface finishes offer the opportunity to combine to great 

effect additional surface textures and looks. Marmoleum is the world’s leading natural 

linoleum floorcovering. With a range of marbled effects and over 100 colours to choose 

from it opens up a whole new world of innovative textures, exclusive designs, authentic 

finishes and distinctive touches.

For more practical areas ask about our complete range of project vinyl, with specialist 

ranges like Step for a highly durable, slip resistant floor covering and Colorex with high 

performance electrostatic conductive and static dissipative properties. Sarlon offers  

an excellent acoustic performance whereas Eternal and Smaragd floor coverings, while 

each retaining their specific characteristics, are all highly suitable for general purpose 

areas where outstanding performance and excellent price/performance ratios are key.

Furniture Linoleum introduces metallic finishes and surface texture to offer an array  

of design options for use on and off the wall. 

For a complete collection overview please visit www.forbo-flooring.com

Forbo Allura, part of 

the comprehensive 

Forbo Flooring portfolio.

Forbo design solutions

CB02,  Marmoleum 3607

ColoRex Concept Furniture LinoleumEternal



Wood plank 

 Wood strips to be installed in a random pattern.

Cleaning & maintenance

Forbo Allura design vinyl tiles can be simply and efficiently cared for. All products have 
an exceptionally tough PVC wearlayer enhanced by a PUR finish, which makes the 
surface easy to clean.

New floor preparation

After 48 hours the floor should be thoroughly cleaned.

•  Clean with neutral detergent such as Forbo Cleaner or Monel using mop,  
rotary machine with cleaning pad or autoscrubber

• Pick up dirty water with wiper and mop or water vacumn

• Rinse with clean water 

• Start your chosen floorcare method:

Manual

• Apply Monel with mop

Mechanical

• Allow floor to dry

• Apply Forbo Spray with rotary machine & damp buffing pad

Regular Cleaning

• Wipe with dust mop and dust cloth

•  Remove spots with neutral detergent such as Forbo Cleaner or Monel 
and damp mop

Periodic cleaning

Manual

• Clean with Monel and mop 

Mechanical

•  Spot Spray with rotary machine and damp buffing pad, where necessary

Occasional maintenance 

Manual

•  Scrub with Monel and scrub brush, pick up dirty water, rinse clean, 
apply Monel & allow floor to dry

Mechanical

• Scrub with Cleaner, rotary machine and damp scrubbing pad

• Pick up dirty water, rinse clean and allow to dry

• Apply Spray with rotary machine and buffing pad

cleaning and maintenanceinstallation
Forbo Allura design vinyl tiles are manufactured to the highest technical standards. 
To guarantee best performance and to qualify for warranty the following installation 
requirements must be met.

Care must be taken during storage and transportation that cartons are flat and stacked 
evenly. Do not stack cartons on end. Prior to installation, the product should be stored 
flat at a temperature between 18 – 27°C for a period of 24 hours and maintained at this 
temperature for a period of 24 hours after installation is complete.

Forbo Allura can be installed on concrete, timber and certain other sub floors, provided 
they have been correctly prepared. The sub floor needs to be clean, dry, sound and level. 
Do not install over woodblock, particleboard or existing resilient flooring. Never install 
over expansions joints. Within the same installation cartons from the same batch should 
be used. Forbo Allura design vinyl tiles should not be welded.

The following adhesive should be used: Forbo Elastocol 570. Other suppliers offer 
similar adhesives, which are expected to perform sufficiently. Always refer to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. 

After installation the floor should be rolled with a 70 kg three segment roller. The floor 
will take 24 hours to fully set after which fittings can be placed. The floor should not be 
exposed to water for 48 hours after installation.

For complete installation instructions refer to our website 

www.forbo-flooring.com

Corrugated 

Corrugated metal tiles should be installed  
in a checkerboard pattern. 



Sandstone/Slate 

 

 
Sandstone and Slate is best installed in an offset 
or bricklayers pattern.

Installation examples

Rustic Stone 

All tiles same direction with the ‘L’  shape of  
the integrated grout always to the top left. 

French Sandstone 

Grain direction of stone should be alternated 
while the ‘L’  shape of the grout is always to 
the top left.  

Tips

• Tiles and planks do not require shuffling 
 prior to installation, but dry laying will 
 identify best use of design;

• Tiles that require directional installation 
 will have installation instructions 
 included in the cartons;

• Patterns on emboss tiles do not match 
 exactly. This is intentional and gives the 
 floor a more realistic appearance;

• Like the natural material, many designs 
 will vary in tone and colour. This is 
 intentional and gives the floor a more 
 authentic appearance.

Tips

•  Please refer to cleaning & maintenance 
product labelling to determine correct 
dilution required for application ie.  
new floor preparation, periodic cleaning 
or occasional maintenance

•  Never dry buff the floor, always use  
a damp pad

• Never use black or brown pads 

• For rotary machines 150 to 300 rpm 
 is suitable for spray cleaning

For complete cleaning and 

maintenance instructions  

refer to our website 

www.forbo-flooring.com
 

 
 





This design vinyl tile meets the requirements of EN 649.

Classification EN 685 34/43

     

Collection size  Wood: 36 / Stone: 39 / Glass: 17 / Metal: 13 / Stripping: 8 / Design: 4
     

Total thickness EN 428 2.5 mm
     

Thickness wear layer EN 429 0.7 mm + PUR
     

  Wood Stone Glass Metal Stripping Design
     

Tile size EN 427 76x915 mm 305x305 mm 305x305 mm 457x457 mm 5x915 mm Border: 102x915 mm

  102x915 mm 457x457 mm 610x610 mm 610x610 mm  Corner: 102x102 mm

  153x915 mm 305x610 mm
     

Weight EN 430 3900 g/m2 3900 g/m2 3300 g/m2 3300 g/m2  

  3900 g/m2 3900 g/m2 3900 g/m2 3900 g/m2  

  3900 g/m2 3900 g/m2           

Slip resistance EN 13893 ≥ 0.3
     

 DIN 51130 R9
     

Fire rating EN 13501 Bfl, s1
     

 DIN 4102 B1
     

Impact sound reduction EN ISO 717-2 4dB
     

Wear resistance (group) EN 660 T
     

Castor chair resistance EN 425 √
     

Residual indentation EN 433 ≤ 0.10 mm
     

Colour fastness ISO 105-B02 ≥ 6
     

Chemical resistance EN 423 √
     

Dimensional stability EN 434 ≤ 0.25%
     

technical specificationcollection overview
Range Design Dimensions  PCS/carton m2/Carton 

      

Wood Fine 76mm x 915mm No 48 3.34 

 Plank 102mm x 915mm No 36 3.34

 Wide Plank 153mm x 915mm No 24 3.34

 Hewn 153mm x 915mm Yes 24 3.34

       

Stone Ceramic 305mm x 305mm No 36 3.34

 French Sandstone 457mm x 457mm Yes 20 4.18

 Rustic Stone 457mm x 457mm Yes 20 4.18

 Classic Marble 457mm x 457mm No 20 4.18

 Concrete 457mm x 457mm No 20 4.18

 Quarry 457mm x 457mm No 20 4.18

 Granite 457mm x 457mm No 20 4.18

 Allesia Travertine 457mm x 457mm No 20 4.18

 Biancone 457mm x 457mm No 20 4.18

 Sandstone 305mm x 610mm No 20 3.72

 Diamante Palacio 457mm x 457mm No 20 4.18

 Slate 305mm x 610mm No 20 3.72

       

Glass Glass 305mm x 305mm Yes 36 3.34

 Elipse 305mm x 305mm Yes 36 3.34

 Mosaic 610mm x 610mm No 10 3.72

       

Metal Crescent 457mm x 457mm Yes 20 4.18

 Nuts 457mm x 457mm Yes 20 4.18

 Corrugated 457mm x 457mm Yes 20 4.18

 Tread 610mm x 610mm No 10 3.72

 Beaten 610mm x 610mm No 10 3.72

       

Stripping Grout 5mm x 915mm No 10 lengths 9.15m1

 Strips 5mm x 915mm No 10 lengths 9.15m1

       

Design Glass Borders 102mm x 915mm No 4 lengths 3.66m1

 Glass Corners 102mm x 102mm No 4 pieces 0.04

superior

texture 3d

superior

texture



Forbo, part of the Swiss Forbo Group, offers a full range of flooring products

for both commercial and residential markets. High quality linoleum, vinyl and 

hardwood floors combine functionality, colour and design – giving you total 

flooring solutions for any environment.

Forbo Flooring

P.O. Box 13   1560 AA Krommenie

The Netherlands

Telephone: +31 75 647 74 77  

Fax +31 75 647 77 01

E-mail: contact@forbo.com 

Internet: www.forbo-flooring.com


